No. IITJMU/Acad/11-13/7/1

Dated 23-12-2020

Indian Institute of Technology Jammu
Department of Physics
Shortlisting Criteria for Admission in Ph.D. Program (2020-21)
(Ref. Advertisement No. IITJMU/Acad/2020/02)
Detailed criteria followed for PhD shortlisting process:
1. Ph.D. students working towards their doctoral program will be admitted through the
regular admission process that is held twice a year as per the Institute schedule. This
will be irrespective of their source of fellowship, Institute, CSIR-UGC, Project, etc.
2. However, for the students hired against JRF project positions since the regular selection
in June/July 2020, they will be shortlisted and called for interview in the Dec 2020
admission as a particular one-time measure.

3. The shortlisting criteria for Ph.D. interviews as a matter of policy will be
(a) GATE rank of up to 1500 with both B.Sc. and M.Sc. score of 60% (CGPA 6.5) and
above.
OR
(b) GATE rank of up to 500 with B. Sc. score of 55% (CGPA 6.0) and above + M.Sc. score
of 60% (CGPA 6.5) and above.
OR
(c) GATE rank of up to 2000 with both B.Sc. and M.Sc. score of 75% (CGPA 8.0) and
above.
OR
(d) GATE (Physics) rank of up to 500 and B.Tech. With CGPA of 8.0 and above with
sufficient exposure to Physics during the engineering program.
There will be a minimum 2nd division in one of the 10th or 12th certificate exam and 1st
division in the other than 10th or 12th exam in all the above.
Based upon the shortlisting criteria, the list of shortlisted and not shortlisted candidates
for PhD program in Mechanical engineering is as follows:
Shortlisted candidates for interview:
Application number
2020/PhD/PH/100432

2020/PhD/PH/101453
2020/PhD/PH/101480
2020/PhD/PH/101557
2020/PhD/PH/101604
2020/PhD/PH/101656
2020/PhD/PH/101701
2020/PhD/PH/101727
2020/PhD/PH/101741
2020/PhD/PH/101743
2020/PhD/PH/101769
2020/PhD/PH/101782
2020/PhD/PH/101861
2020/PhD/PH/101887
2020/PhD/PH/101987
2020/PhD/PH/101995
2020/PhD/PH/102037
2020/PhD/PH/102058

List of candidates not shortlisted:

Application number

Reason for not shortlisting

2020/PhD/PH/100089

B. Sc <60

2020/PhD/PH/100135

B. Sc. <60

2020/PhD/PH/100442

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/100750

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101551

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101554

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101567

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101652

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101673

Incomplete application

2020/PhD/PH/101703

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101735

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101754

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101766

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101826

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101830

Incomplete application

2020/PhD/PH/101856

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101891

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101899

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101902

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101909

GATE>1500

2020/PhD/PH/101916

GATE>1500

Note:
1. Under no circumstances applicants will be allowed to re-edit/modify their submitted

application on the basis of which the shortlisting has been done.
2.
Applicants
may
submit
their
representation
related
to
shortlisting
at
dpgc.physics@iitjammu.ac.in latest by 27 Dec 2020, failing to represent by the said date, student
would be considered rejected. Under no circumstance, his request will be considered after 27 Dec
2020.
3. Applications received up to 15th December 2020 have been considered for admission in Midyear Ph.D. Program (2020-21).

